Summary

This January marked the eighth anniversary of the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). These eight years have been fraught with controversy as the federal government has assumed a broader and more forceful role in elementary and secondary education. Some of the ensuing changes have led to positive outcomes, while others have been ineffective. It’s a good time to rethink the federal role in elementary and secondary education. But where should the nation go from here?

Two years ago, the Center on Education Policy (CEP), an independent nonprofit organization known for its comprehensive studies of NCLB and related issues, began a research-based review of the federal role. As part of this process, we examined an extensive body of research from a wide range of sources. We also commissioned scholarly papers, held forums to discuss ideas, solicited advice from experts of various backgrounds, and reflected on our own long-term experience with federal policies. At the end of this process, we developed five guiding principles for reshaping the federal role and ten recommendations for reauthorizing the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), particularly Title I. Box A shows these principles and recommendations.

Our approach would keep aspects of the current federal role that have contributed to progress, change aspects that could be better designed or implemented, and eliminate requirements and programs that have not been effective. Simply put, our approach is tighter on the front end, with rigorous common standards and aligned assessments, but less prescriptive on the back end, with greater opportunities for experimentation accompanied by evaluations in states that adopt common standards and tests. Finally, we recommend adding new areas of emphasis to the federal role. Box B shows which major aspects of current law we propose to keep, eliminate, change, and add.
Box A. Principles and Recommendations

Principles for the Federal Role

1. **Limited number of goals.** Focus more clearly on the vital goals of improving academic achievement and promoting equity.

2. **Ends more than means.** Streamline the federal role.

3. **Experimentation with evaluation.** Where research is not clear about what works, promote experimentation, research, evaluation, and dissemination of results.

4. **Capacity building.** Build state and local capacity and consider state and local context.

5. **Out-of-school influences.** Consider broader social factors that affect students’ achievement and readiness for school.

Recommendations for Reauthorizing ESEA

1. **Standards-based reform.** Keep the basic elements of standards-based reform but change or eliminate aspects that are not working.

2. **Standards.** Encourage and support the state movement already underway to adopt rigorous common standards in core subjects.

3. **Assessments.** Encourage collaborative state efforts to develop high-quality tests aligned to the common core standards and individual state efforts to assess achievement in areas beyond reading and math.

4. **Systems for continuous improvement.** Allow states that adopt the common core standards and assessments to move away from the federal requirements for adequate yearly progress (AYP) and experiment with different systems for determining improvement and identifying low-performing schools.

5. **Support to low-performing schools.** Let states, districts, and schools experiment with promising approaches to providing support and determining interventions for low-performing schools.

6. **Resource equity.** Ensure that all students have an opportunity to learn by encouraging an equitable distribution of state and local resources for education.

7. **High school reform.** Place higher priority on improving low-performing high schools by expanding funding for high school reform in current programs and tailoring requirements to address the unique needs of high schools.

8. **Students with disabilities and English language learners (ELLs).** Encourage appropriate accountability and better instruction for students with disabilities and English language learners.

9. **Teacher quality.** Support research and state experimentation on what makes a teacher effective and how to measure this, and require states to work with school districts to address disparities in the distribution of experienced teachers.

Box B. Comparison of CEP Recommendations with Current Law

**Keep**
- The general concept of standards-based reform, including academic content standards and assessments aligned to these standards
- Annual testing in reading and math
- Public reporting of test results by school, disaggregated by specific student groups
- The current federal accountability system in states that do not adopt common core standards and assessments, with the flexibility presently allowed by the U.S. Department of Education (ED)

**Eliminate**
- The unrealistic goal of 100% of students scoring at the proficient level by 2014
- The AYP-based system of federal accountability in states that adopt common standards and assessments
- Federally prescribed sanctions for schools that do not meet AYP targets
- Federal requirements for school choice and supplemental tutoring (which instead would become local options)
- The current federal criteria for determining which teachers are “highly qualified”
- Other programs that evaluations show have not been effective

**Change**
- State standards to make them more rigorous and consistent across states
  
  Encourage the movement sponsored by the nation’s governors and chief state school officers to adopt common standards in core academic subjects. Support efforts to ensure these standards are more rigorous, coherent, and focused, and better articulated across grade levels than those found in many states.

- State assessments and improvement measures to align them with common standards and cover a broader range of subjects, skills, and outcomes
  
  Encourage states to develop national (but not federal) or regional assessments that are aligned to the common standards, meet key criteria for quality, measure higher-order skills and knowledge, and can be equated to each other. Require public reporting of the results of these tests to serve as one form of accountability and provide a clearer, more uniform picture of how well children in different states are performing. Encourage states to assess subjects in addition to math and reading, such as science, social studies, art, and music; and to measure progress on other outcomes, such as high school completion and postsecondary enrollment. Encourage school districts to develop indicators of students’ civic involvement and knowledge.

- Approaches for determining improvement and identifying low-performing schools
  
  Allow states that adopt common standards and assessments to pilot various systems, with federal approval, for determining continuous improvement on the assessments and indicators described above. Encourage states to experiment with approaches that might include models for measuring individual student growth, qualitative measures such as inspections by experts of instructional quality, or improvement targets based on the current rate of gains in the highest-performing schools or the numbers of students meeting grade-level expectations.
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- Approaches for supporting and intervening in low-performing schools

Let states develop plans, with federal approval, for providing various supports and interventions to struggling schools, such as technical assistance, school improvement grants, and monitoring or visits by states or outside contractors with expertise. Permit the types of supports and interventions to vary depending on the severity of the school’s needs.

Add
- An “opportunity to learn” fund, similar to the economic stimulus “stabilization” fund, that will be available only to states that take strong steps to equalize state and local education funding among and within school districts
- A requirement for states to work with school districts to develop incentives for more experienced teachers to teach in low-income schools
- Provisions to better coordinate elementary and secondary school programs with learning and supports outside school

The remainder of this paper describes our principles and recommendations in more detail.

**Time to Rethink the Federal Role**

With the approaching reauthorization of ESEA, the Congress and the Obama Administration face tough questions about how to revamp the federal role in elementary and secondary education. The 2002 amendments to ESEA made by the No Child Left Behind Act have broadened and deepened the federal role in ways that affect all schools and all students. Although NCLB has brought unprecedented attention to historically low-performing groups of students, and although student achievement has risen according to state tests and other measures, dissatisfaction with NCLB’s flaws is widespread. Many practitioners and policymakers at all levels of government appear ready to move beyond the current NCLB requirements—but not always in the same direction. Some think the answer is to institute more federal requirements, while others want to greatly scale back the federal role.

In both its implementation of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) and its proposed fiscal year 2011 budget, the Obama Administration has signaled its frustration with the pace of reform under NCLB and with some state and local implementation choices. Under ARRA, the U.S. Department of Education has imposed specific new restrictions on roughly half of the $100 billion available for education. In particular, states must agree to target funds from certain ARRA programs on four aspects of school reform—raising academic standards, implementing better data systems to track students’ achievement, increasing the effectiveness and equitable distribution of teachers, and turning around low-performing schools—and to limit the options for turning around struggling schools to four reform models that are somewhat different from those in NCLB. The Administration has also indicated that these four aspects of school reform will be the foundation of its proposal to reauthorize ESEA. These actions have helped shift the debate about reauthorization from one of determining which NCLB requirements to tweak to one of deciding how federal requirements can drive state and local actions and speed up reform.

For the past two years, CEP has reviewed evidence about current and prior federal programs to consider what the future federal role in elementary and secondary education should look like. As part of this process, we took the following steps:

- Commissioned 11 papers that synthesized research and historical evidence about the effects of past and current national policies in a particular area of education, highlighted lessons from past experience that could be used to shape a more effective federal role, and considered the implications of new challenges and opportunities for the federal role
• Held six briefings for Congressional staff, U.S. Department of Education officials, executives of national education associations, and others, at which authors of the commissioned papers discussed their findings

• Assembled a compilation that briefly summarized key national and regional studies of NCLB and related federal programs conducted by a wide range of groups since 2005, and reviewed empirical evidence from these and other studies

• Continued our own comprehensive studies of student achievement, school restructuring, and other aspects of NCLB

• Reflected on our knowledge and experience, going back as far as 40 years, with federal elementary and secondary education programs and policies

• Asked 12 experts of varying backgrounds to review a longer draft of this paper and carefully considered their comments

The principles and recommendations in this paper grew out of this research-based process. In general, we share the Administration’s concerns about the pace of reform and see the need for a new approach to jump-start improvement.

Our recommendations focus primarily on Title I of ESEA, which provides funds to improve education for low-achieving students in low-income areas. Title I is the largest source of federal funding for elementary and secondary schools and contains the major federal accountability requirements. Since much of CEP’s research has dealt with Title I, we have the most expertise about Title I issues. A few of our recommendations also touch on the provisions for teacher quality in Title II and education for English language learners in Title III.

The specific research that supports the principles and recommendations in this paper are listed in an appendix, available on CEP’s Web site at www.ceped.org. This appendix also lists the 11 commissioned papers that broadly informed this paper and provides more details about the methods used to review studies for this project.

Principles for the Federal Role

Although some national, state, and local leaders may see the federal presence in elementary and secondary education as intrusive and unwelcome, especially in the years since NCLB, we believe the federal government should continue to play a significant role. Over the past several decades, the federal government has made important, positive contributions to education by setting broad goals, redistributing resources to redress inequities, mobilizing state and local governments to address pressing needs, and calling attention to urgent national priorities and promising practices. The impact has been most notable and longstanding for students who come from low-income families, are low-achieving, or have disabilities or limited English proficiency. In more recent years, the federal government has also helped to spur reforms that affect all students.

Now is not the time to halt this momentum. Without continued federal involvement in education, states would still support districts and schools and hold them accountable for raising student achievement. However, the choices some states have made in such areas as defining what constitutes proficiency, designing accountability systems, or determining whether veteran teachers are highly qualified suggest that without a degree of federal encouragement, many states may lack the political will and resources to make the tough choices required to reform education.
Further, the ARRA experience shows that the federal government can be an indispensable partner—not only by saving the jobs of teachers and other educational staff during dire economic times, but also by encouraging states to move ahead on essential educational reforms.

This is not to say that the federal role should remain much the same. Rather, CEP is proposing a more focused and coherent federal role in elementary and secondary education, built around the following five principles. These principles cut across many provisions of ESEA and undergird the more specific recommendations outlined later in this paper.

**Principle 1—Limited number of goals:** Focus more clearly on the vital goals of improving academic achievement and promoting equity.

Past experience suggests that while the federal government has been effective in many areas of education, it has been less successful in pursuing coherent, mutually reinforcing policies. This could be rectified by focusing federal programs and policies more clearly on a limited number of vital goals that do not compete with each other, are in the national interest, and address issues that states and local districts are unable or unwilling to take on by themselves.

These goals should include the following:

- Ensuring that all students will achieve at levels demanded by an internationally competitive economy
- Preparing students better for further education, employment, and civic life
- Narrowing achievement gaps and promoting educational opportunities for children who face challenges due to poverty, race and ethnicity, disability, or language proficiency

Americans have come to understand that our children must compete for jobs with young people from many other countries. Acquiring a good elementary and secondary education and going on to college or other postsecondary training are increasingly viewed as essential steps to prepare for that future. In the push to make the schools academically better, however, we have too often lost sight of another basic purpose of education—to help students become better citizens who are involved in the democratic process and are tolerant and respectful of others. We must improve our schools so that students learn at higher levels, but we must also revive a broader, more balanced view of education.

Improving education for children who are economically disadvantaged, have been discriminated against, or have disabilities or limited English proficiency must remain central to the federal role in education, but equity goals cannot be attained in isolation. We must retain a broad national effort to raise achievement for all students and, within this framework, devote attention to equitable treatment of students who face challenges.

**Principle 2—Ends more than means:** Streamline the federal role.

Although we strongly recommend maintaining a meaningful federal role in education, we do not mean keeping all the programs and requirements that exist now. Pressing problems in education require broad-based, coherent interventions, and achieving coherence involves tradeoffs. The federal government wastes time, money, and effort due to conflicts and redundancies in its education programs and policies. Legislators tend to create new categorical programs to respond to specific needs, but this only exacerbates the problem and diminishes the impact of these programs.

We recommend that the federal government take three main steps to streamline the federal role.
First, the Congress and the Administration should get rid of requirements or programs that are not working and add new ones only when evidence suggests they are likely to work. If stronger requirements are necessary to achieve some federal goals, then federal policymakers should eliminate programs or requirements that do not contribute to the goals laid out above or that have not been effective according to research. The Obama Administration has already signaled its interest in moving in this direction with its budget proposal for fiscal year 2011. Federal policymakers should also be careful about enacting new categorical programs to address specific problems. Any new programs or requirements should be backed up by evidence. If the evidence is insufficient or nonexistent, then we recommend a more cautious approach of trying out concepts on an experimental basis, as explained in principle 3.

Second, federal policymakers should prescribe ends more than means. Federal goals can be achieved only by working through a complex federal-state-local partnership. Historically, more than 90% of education funding has come from state and local sources. Many major education decisions, such as hiring teachers, are made locally. Federal policy should not trump state or local initiative except where the national interest clearly compels it. Toward this end, we propose that the federal government specify the ends to be attained more than the means to be used.

Third, federal policymakers should improve coherence and coordination among programs and policies. This process should begin with efforts to better coordinate federal education programs administered by ED. It should also include efforts to better coordinate programs and policies across other agencies; improve articulation across preschool, K-12, and postsecondary education; and better coordinate education programs and other programs that serve children.

**Principle 3—Experimentation with evaluation**: Where research is not clear about what works, promote experimentation, research, evaluation, and dissemination of results.

We still know painfully little about some key questions in education reform: *What makes an effective teacher? What’s the most effective way to turn around a low-performing school? What should be done to improve high schools?* Yet it is vastly preferable to accept the gaps in our knowledge and invest in filling them than to expend scarce financial, human, and political capital on policies that may very well not work. When the federal government enacts short-sighted policies without a clear, strong basis in research, it risks misdirecting its tremendous influence and resources and creating problems down the road for millions of children.

When evidence is insufficient to indicate a particular approach, we recommend that the federal government give states the flexibility to experiment in ways that can deepen understanding of what works. In addition, the federal role should support research and require evaluations of the experimental methods being used to carry out national policies. These evaluations could be done through federal, state, and local partnerships, and in some cases through collaboration with outside experts and research organizations. This approach would allow states to function as laboratories, conducting evaluated experimentation that could yield greater knowledge about what works, new effective policies and practices, and a better framework for reform in the future. Experimentation should be defined broadly to include practice-based experience as well as formal research.

A requirement to disseminate the lessons learned from these experiments and studies should be built into this process. The federal government could serve as a clearinghouse for promising and best practices and could share research and evaluation results in forms that are useful to practitioners.
Principle 4—Capacity building: Build state and local capacity and consider state and local context.

The impact of federal programs and policies is diminished when states and school districts lack the capacity to fully implement them. The prime example can be found in state departments of education, which have been required by NCLB to carry out new roles and provide front-line support and technical assistance to thousands of districts and schools in improvement—a role for which many states are not adequately prepared.

The federal government should provide assistance to states to expand their capacity to carry out policies to improve education. By capacity, we mean not only adequate funding, but also staff expertise and openness to new ideas. In particular, the federal government should help strengthen the capacity of state education agencies to monitor and assist districts and schools in need of improvement. Research by CEP and others shows that using data to improve instruction is a key element of reform, so federal efforts to build state capacity should include support to enhance state data systems. These activities are occurring under ARRA, but they need to be continued and expanded.

A federal capacity-building effort should focus on school districts as well as states, since much of the funding and responsibility for school improvement is controlled at the local level. Many school districts, especially those with high concentrations of low-income students, lack the capacity to improve schools or provide the right kinds of support to principals and teachers. Disparities in local capacity can often be traced back to inequities in the distribution of state funding, an issue addressed in recommendation 6.

Studies by CEP and others have also found that local context often has a considerable influence on the success of school improvement efforts. Limiting reform to one-size-fits-all strategies has not worked in the past and could discourage good ideas that emerge from the state and local levels. Schools that have raised achievement enough to exit NCLB improvement have often done so with multiple strategies tailored to their individual needs. Recognizing this, federal requirements should be flexible enough to allow states, districts, and schools to consider local contexts in supporting or designing improvement strategies and interventions. Contextual factors that could affect school reform cover a wide range—a few examples include the demographics of students and families served by a school, limited supplies of teachers in some rural or urban schools, relations between school district leadership and teachers’ unions, or the political relationship between school boards and mayors.

Principle 5—Out-of-school influences: Consider broader social factors that affect students’ achievement and readiness for school.

Disadvantaged children as a group start school with an achievement gap. As they progress through the grades, their achievement continues to be shaped by social factors outside formal schooling, such as poverty, health and nutrition, parental education and involvement, access to high-quality child care and preschool, and availability of community resources for learning. Although ample research has corroborated the link between achievement and these other factors, federal policies hold elementary and secondary schools accountable for raising achievement and narrowing gaps with little attention to social factors.

As discussed in recommendation 10, federal efforts to promote educational equity and improve learning for all students must pay more attention to early childhood education, particularly for disadvantaged children, as well as to after-school, summer, and family educational programs. In addition, the federal role in education should be considered in the context of national efforts to address health care, economic and job security, and other social problems. If fashioned correctly and carried out well, a reformed health care system, for example, could improve student achievement by making children healthier and more ready to learn. Programs to reduce poverty and create good jobs could also help narrow achievement gaps because family income is one of the strongest predictors of students’ test scores.
Recommendations for Reauthorizing ESEA

The upcoming reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act provides an opportunity for federal policymakers to apply the five principles outlined above. To develop recommendations for ESEA, we examined a large body of research on NCLB in light of these principles. For example, if the research suggests that a particular approach has not been effective, we have recommended that it be eliminated. Using this approach, CEP arrived at the following ten recommendations.

**Recommendation 1—Standards-based reform:** Keep the basic elements of standards-based reform but change or eliminate aspects that are not working.

The general framework of standards-based reform—including standards for what students should know and be able to do at each grade, assessments to measure students’ progress in meeting these standards, and curriculum and instruction to help students learn the material in the standards—has provided a coherent structure for reforming education and has caused states to think seriously about the most important knowledge and skills students must acquire to be considered well-educated in the 21st century. Standards-based reform has also brought about other positive outcomes. It has been developed through a consensus among states and the federal government after many years—a rare achievement in education. Four U.S. presidents in a row have made it the basis of their education policy, as have high-performing systems in many other countries. Public reporting of test results, which has been an important part of standards-based accountability under NCLB, has brought greater attention to the achievement of underserved or low-performing groups of students and has helped spur greater efforts to help these students.

Most importantly, scores on the state tests used for NCLB have increased over the last seven years. State-by-state results from the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) confirm this general rising trend, although national NAEP results show a somewhat more mixed picture of progress. While it is very difficult to attribute changes in achievement to specific causes in light of the host of intermingled influences present in schools, standards-based reform has been the most dominant movement in education during this period and has almost certainly contributed strongly to the gains that have been observed.

At the same time, the version of standards-based reform embodied by NCLB has produced some negative effects. With greater consequences attached to test results, the testing aspect of standards-based reform has become the main driver of accountability, overshadowing the standards themselves. The adequate yearly progress requirements of the law have created incentives for states to make their tests or cut scores for test performance easier and have emphasized arbitrary and widely divergent benchmarks of “proficiency” rather than performance across the achievement spectrum. The intense focus on test results in reading and math has encouraged districts and schools to reduce instructional time for other subjects and created pressure for teachers to focus instruction on the content in state tests rather than the full range of knowledge and skills expected of a well-educated student.

Although standards-based reform has been imperfectly implemented, and although it may have drawbacks even when implemented optimally, we believe it would be foolish to abandon it now. Research has not revealed any better framework for educational reform. Throwing the brakes on standards-based reform would halt the traction that has been gained and could result in a massive waste of effort around a different set of theory-based policies that may or may not work in practice.

We acknowledge the problems with certain NCLB accountability requirements, however. For that reason, we propose keeping aspects of federal law and standards-based reform that are working—including content standards, assessments and curriculum aligned with standards, and disaggregation of data and attention to disadvantaged groups of students—but changing or eliminating aspects that are harmful or ineffective. We also recommend moving away
from the current accountability system based on an overly rigid conception of AYP to a system that will use tests in conjunction with other measures to identify low-performing schools and help schools and teachers continuously improve. The next several recommendations provide more specifics about how we think that can be accomplished.

**Recommendation 2—Standards:** Encourage and support the state movement already underway to adopt rigorous common standards in core subjects.

Under NCLB, states adopt their own content standards and tests aligned to these standards. The result is a collection of state standards and tests that vary enormously in rigor, test type, test difficulty and design, and cut scores for proficient performance. The differences are great enough that many schools deemed to be failing in one state would make AYP in another. Furthermore, NCLB in a sense punishes states for establishing more ambitious standards, harder tests, or higher cut scores. Studies from various sources have concluded that some states have lowered their cut scores for proficiency in recent years or have decreased the difficulty of their tests in ways that are not always apparent. Although the standards movement, as originally conceived, sought to raise expectations for student learning to internationally competitive levels and bring greater consistency and transparency to the educational system, these objectives have not been met well by the current array of state standards and tests. Currently, it is not possible or advisable for users of state test data to make meaningful comparisons of performance across states or for parents to really know whether their children are being well prepared for the global economy.

The effort led by the National Governors’ Association and the Council of Chief State School Officers to develop common standards for what students should learn and be able to do in core subjects is a promising one. If the common core standards are rigorous, and if they are accompanied by aligned assessments and cut scores that allow test results to be reported consistently across states, this approach could help to address the problems of low expectations, wide variation in state standards, and lack of transparency. For this reason, we recommend that the federal government encourage and support the common core standards movement and that states adopt these standards, along with common aligned assessments as described below. As explained in recommendation 4, we further propose a two-track approach in which states that adopt the common standards and assessments would have greater flexibility to experiment with different approaches to measuring progress and identifying low-performing schools than states that do not adopt them.

It is important that common standards be developed and driven by the states rather than the federal government. It is particularly critical that the federal government keep its distance regarding the actual content of the standards. Although some leaders have advocated moving away from the federal requirements that prohibit control of curriculum, we think this would be a step in the wrong direction. It could mire the federal government in controversial debates about topics to be addressed in the standards, diverting attention from the most important federal goals and escalating backlash against federal involvement in education. A more appropriate and helpful federal role in the area of standards could include contributing funding, expertise, and research to the standards-setting process and requiring independent reviews of the rigor and quality of the standards. The federal government could also fund state efforts to provide professional development on the common standards and develop curriculum aligned to the standards.

It is also important that common standards be more rigorous, coherent, focused, and well articulated across grade levels than those adopted by many states and that they address more complex skills and understandings. We further envision that states, working in collaboration or individually, would develop standards for social studies and science, as well as for reading and math.
**Recommendation 3—Assessments:** Encourage collaborative efforts among states to develop high-quality tests aligned to the common core standards and state efforts to assess achievement in areas beyond reading and math.

Standardized tests remain the most objective and practical way to track student achievement across the states and the nation. For that reason, we recommend continuing annual testing in reading and math in the grades currently being tested. Much effort has gone into putting in place testing systems in grades 3-8 and high school. Although testing in fewer grades or less frequently than annually has some appeal, it would remove much of the incentive to improve and could allow students in low-performing schools to go too long without adequate assistance. Annual testing also makes it more feasible to calculate individual student progress using growth models of accountability. Under the system for measuring improvement that we outline in recommendation 4, states could test subjects other than reading and math less often than annually.

At the same time, current state testing systems have flaws and need to be improved. Many state tests are not high in quality, are not well aligned to standards, or do not measure the range of knowledge and skills in state standards. The skills typically neglected are the higher-order ones that cannot be tested well with multiple-choice items, which are relatively inexpensive to develop and score. Often, the limited sample of knowledge and skills embodied in the questions on a state test has become a de facto curriculum, leading teachers to engage in negative forms of teaching to the test. Moreover, some state tests do not do a good job of distinguishing between students who are well-taught and poorly taught, or do not yield information that is timely or descriptive enough to be used by teachers to modify their instruction.

A good set of common standards will not lead to a better accountability system if students’ achievement of these standards is tested by unchallenging, inexpensively designed tests that assess only limited types of knowledge and skills. To address the weaknesses of current testing systems and to measure students’ progress in learning the material in common standards, we recommend that the federal government provide funding and expert support to consortia of states to develop high-quality, national (but not federal) or regional assessment systems that are aligned to the common core standards and could be equated to each other. These assessment systems should meet high technical standards laid out by testing experts and strive to satisfy the following criteria to the maximum extent possible:

- Be designed for the function for which they are intended
- Yield valid interpretations about student achievement
- Produce results that are reliable and fair
- Include all students and be attentive to equity concerns
- Better measure student growth from grade to grade
- Include strategies to maximize the participation of students with disabilities and English language learners in appropriate ways
- Address the depth and breadth of standards, including higher-order knowledge and skills
- Serve as catalysts for improved teaching and learning, provide information that teachers can use to inform instruction, and be compatible with classroom assessments
- Produce clear information to the public about the purpose of the test and meaning of different performance levels
Designing high-quality tests is just part of the task of improving assessment systems. First, the common standards and tests will not lead to greater rigor, consistency, or transparency unless they are accompanied by common scoring scales and cut scores for reporting student achievement. Even if states develop various methods for determining improvement, as suggested below, we recommend that states adopting the common standards also use a common system for publicly reporting test results, at least for a core set of test items. This approach will allow parents and others to see how children are performing relative to those in other states and will eliminate opportunities for states to “game” the system by tinkering with cut scores. Second, states should develop curriculum aligned to the common standards and assessments and should offer professional development to help teachers and principals understand and use the assessments. Third, state assessment systems should build in a component for evaluating the quality and impact of the tests used.

We recommend that state assessments, like state standards, be adopted for social studies and science, as well as reading and math. In addition, we encourage states to develop or adopt measures of learning in the arts and music. States should also designate procedures that encourage school districts to adopt indicators of students’ civic involvement and knowledge, important attributes that are more appropriately assessed at the local level given the lack of consensus about how to measure them.

Under the system we recommend, tests would remain an important tool for measuring progress and holding schools and districts accountable for continuous improvement, but they would not be the only one. State systems of gauging improvement should also use measures in addition to test scores, including rates of grade retention, high school completion, and enrollment in college or postsecondary training. NAEP could continue to provide a national report card of progress and an additional check on the results of the state-designed tests.

**Recommendation 4—Systems for continuous improvement:** Allow states that adopt the common core standards and assessments to move away from federal AYP requirements and experiment with different systems for determining improvement and identifying low-performing schools.

Some of the most problematic aspects of NCLB relate to its AYP-based approach to accountability. The goal of 100% of students reaching the proficient level of achievement by 2014 is an unattainable one, and we recommend that it be eliminated. Reaching this goal would require rates of gain that are not found in even the highest-achieving schools. Moreover, the percentage proficient, the chief measure of progress under NCLB, does not reveal as much about achievement as it may seem to. As already noted, states vary greatly in how they define proficiency and which tests they use to measure it. In addition, percentages proficient do not provide information about the progress of students who score well below or above the proficiency cut score. And for statistical reasons, gaps in achievement between different groups of students may arbitrarily appear smaller or larger depending on where states set this cut score.

The AYP ratings that emerge from this system are also a flawed gauge of which schools have the greatest academic needs. Under this “all-or-nothing” system, schools that fall short of just one or two AYP targets are treated the same as those that fall short on many targets. In some states, large numbers of schools have been identified for improvement, and in all states these numbers are likely to increase as AYP targets rise closer to 100%. Indeed, on the way to the ultimate goal of 100% proficiency in 2014, many states have established “backloaded” trajectories that call on schools and districts to make impossibly steep achievement gains in the final few years before 2014.

The AYP-based approach is a “status” model of measuring achievement gains that compares this year’s group of 5th graders, for example, with last year’s 5th graders, rather than a “growth” model that looks at achievement gains for individual students. With limited exceptions, schools and districts are not credited for gains made by students below or above the proficient level, and percentages proficient may fluctuate for reasons that have more to do with differences among cohorts of students rather than with changes in learning.
Although the current accountability system is not working well, research is insufficient to know whether alternative systems would be more successful. We therefore recommend a two-track approach. States that adopt the common core standards and aligned assessments could be given the flexibility to pilot, with the approval of ED, a variety of alternative systems that set targets for determining continuous improvement on the assessments and indicators described in recommendation 3, as well as methods for identifying which schools and districts are low-performing and need support and interventions. As long as these states publicly reported their reading and math test results at the school level, using common scoring scales and cut scores, it would be clear how each school’s students are progressing in comparison with other students, and this in itself would be a form of accountability. These states would then be free to try various alternatives to the other functions of AYP-based accountability.

We also recommend that the federal government partner with states and independent evaluators to undertake the complex but critical task of evaluating the results and impacts of these accountability pilots. Findings from these evaluations should be disseminated and used to make future federal and state policy decisions.

In the states that do not embrace common standards and assessments, it would continue to be difficult for the public to know how their children really measure up because it would not be clear how demanding the state’s tests and cut scores really are. Consequently, we recommend that these states be required to use the current federal accountability system with the options for flexibility currently allowed by ED. These states would still have to have their systems approved by ED, and they could still benefit from some of the other changes proposed in this paper. This type of two-track system would create an incentive for states to embrace common standards and assessments.

States in the first group, the pilot group, could experiment with systems that might include elements such as the following:

- Growth or value-added models
- Models that use both quantitative and qualitative measures of improvement, including inspections by experts and in-depth, research-based criteria to measure the quality of instruction and other aspects of school effectiveness
- Targets for improvement based on the current rate of gains in the highest-performing schools in the state, international benchmarks, or NAEP achievement levels
- Targets for improvement based on average (mean) test scores or on achievement levels that signal whether students are performing below, at, or above grade-level expectations
- Systems that measure achievement in subjects in addition to reading and math or with performance measures in addition to test scores

Improvement on some of the state targets, such as test scores in reading and math and high school completion, should be measured annually, while improvements in other areas could be measured less often or through sampling instead of universally.

To safeguard against states’ adopting alternative systems for identifying and intervening in schools that are too lenient, we recommend that ED review and approve state plans using a specific set of criteria associated with viable accountability systems. Examples of criteria include the following:

- Performance targets that are ambitious but achievable, whether based on growth or status measures
- Annual reporting of student achievement data
- Disaggregation of achievement data and accountability for the progress of significant subgroups
Efforts to ensure that students have an opportunity to learn the material being tested

Attention to improving achievement among students at the bottom and top levels of performance, as well as the middle

Transparency about what is being measured and what constitutes an acceptable level of performance

As part of this process, state plans could be reviewed by panels of experts, and states could be required to submit information, such as projected numbers of and types of schools identified, that would help ED or an expert panel determine the likely impact of the proposed system.

Recommendation 5—Support to low-performing schools: Let states, districts, and schools experiment with promising approaches to providing support and determining interventions for low-performing schools.

The current system of sanctions and supports for schools identified for improvement has fallen short in many ways. In some states, so many schools have been identified for improvement that states cannot provide meaningful levels of improvement funding or technical assistance to all of them. Moreover, the sanctions required of schools in the first two years of improvement—offering public school choice and providing supplemental tutoring services—have not been catalysts for reform. Very few students have taken advantage of these options; in the meantime, other students have had to wait during these two years before their school gets down to the hard work of reform. For persistently low-performing schools in the last stage of improvement, NCLB’s restructuring options are too limited. Our research shows that none of these options is associated with a greater likelihood of a school making AYP, and many schools languish for years in improvement.

Although the Obama Administration’s requirements for using new federal school improvement money represent a bold change and are more uniform and focused than the options in NCLB, they, too, have weaknesses. The model of converting low-performing schools into charter schools offers no guarantee of effectiveness; research on charter schools has shown mixed results. Research is also mixed or scant on the various components of the so-called transformation model, which combines principal replacement with comprehensive instructional reforms, increased learning time, and other reforms. The school closure model can be used with only a limited number of schools without overcrowding other higher-performing schools in some districts. And principal and staff replacement is effective only when certain other conditions exist.

Based on our extensive studies of restructuring schools in six states and other research, we recommend that the following provisions be adopted to support low-performing schools.

First, we recommend that the federal government expand ED’s pilot program for differentiated accountability to allow any state with a well-designed plan to experiment with this option. By taking advantage of this pilot program or the flexibility already available in federal guidelines, several states are targeting certain types of schools for improvement assistance and are providing different types or levels of assistance to these schools. For example, some states are targeting more intensive supports to a subset of schools or districts with the greatest academic needs, rather than attempting to provide a mediocre level of service to all schools identified for improvement. Several states have also increased on-site visits or monitoring in low-performing schools.

Second, we recommend that the federal government raise or waive the 5% cap on the amount of funds states can set aside to support schools identified for improvement. Increasing this cap would help build states’ capacity to support school improvement efforts.
Third, we propose allowing states to continue support to formerly low-performing schools for several years after the school has raised achievement. Our research has uncovered instances of schools that have exited NCLB improvement but have slipped back into this status after a few years because they lost the funding needed to sustain reform strategies.

Fourth, federal legislation should move away from NCLB’s overly prescriptive sanctions and restructuring options. School choice and supplemental services should no longer be required; the 20% set-aside for these activities could be better spent on other interventions. Tutoring services for struggling students, including those offered by outside providers, could still be an important intervention, if a district or school chooses to offer them. Instead of the current sanctions, federal policy should allow states, with federal approval, to design alternative plans for providing support and interventions to low-performing districts and schools. State supports could include technical assistance, school improvement grants, and monitoring or visits by states or outside contractors with expertise.

State plans should also encourage schools and districts to undertake multiple, coordinated reform strategies that are based on research and tailored to their specific context and needs, as identified by needs assessments and analyses of achievement data. Examples of successful strategies from schools that have exited restructuring include evaluating and revising reform efforts in response to school and student needs; analyzing data frequently and using it to regroup students for instruction; and replacing staff, but only when certain conditions are present. In keeping with the concept of differentiated accountability, the types of supports and interventions could vary depending on the severity of the school’s needs.

Fifth, the federal government should partner with states, districts, and other entities to evaluate the outcomes of various school improvement strategies, including research on which strategies are most effective in which context. The results of these evaluations should be shared widely.

Recommendation 6—Resource equity: Ensure that all students have an opportunity to learn by encouraging an equitable distribution of state and local resources for education.

In recent years, federal accountability requirements have focused on the outcomes schools are expected to produce. Improved achievement and other outcomes should continue to be a primary emphasis of the federal role in education, but the federal government could also take stronger steps on the input side to ensure that schools and students, particularly minority, low-income, and special needs students, receive the resources necessary to produce the desired outcomes.

During the 1990s, when standards-based reform was first debated as a national strategy in Washington, standards to ensure that students had an opportunity to learn more challenging subject matter were part of the concept. But in the face of political opposition, opportunity-to-learn standards were deleted from the first federal legislation in 1994, a decision that sapped support for standards-based reform at the outset. It simply does not make sense to expect all students to do better in school when some school districts have substantially more funding than others, especially when lower-spending districts often have high concentrations of low-income students and other students who need more services to succeed. Districts with high needs and insufficient resources will be hard pressed to hire and train effective teachers, turn around low-performing schools, implement and maintain sophisticated data systems, and carry out other reform priorities without adequate and sustained funding.

Although promoting equity in education has been a cornerstone of the federal role in education since 1965, large inequities in state and local funding continue to hobble efforts to narrow achievement gaps in districts and schools with high numbers of poor and minority students. Wealthier communities have a built-in advantage in a system that continues to rely on local property taxes as the main source of revenues for schools. In a majority of states,
high-poverty and high-minority districts receive notably less state and local money per child than low-poverty and low-minority districts. Even within the same district, disparities exist, with less money spent in schools serving the most disadvantaged students.

The ARRA took an initial step to address funding inequities through its requirements for “stabilization” grants, which provide roughly $40 billion in general aid that can be used to save the jobs of K-12 teachers and other education staff. In particular, states are required to use a more equitable formula to distribute the stabilization funds than their regular formulas for distributing general state aid. This provision has not been strongly enforced, however. In addition, the criteria for awarding grants under ARRA’s Race to the Top program give points to states that maintain or increase the percentage of total state revenues devoted to education and that adopt policies leading to equitable funding between and within school districts. However, much less emphasis has been given to this purpose than to many other criteria.

The stabilization program is scheduled to expire in 2011. We recommend retaining this general aid to education because states expect to face severe budget constraints for several more years, and school districts will still need assistance to keep teachers in the classroom. But we propose limiting this aid to states that will provide all students with meaningful educational opportunities by adopting stronger requirements for funding adequacy and equity. We specifically propose requiring states that seek this general aid, at a minimum, to 1) maintain or increase the percentage of total revenues dedicated to K-12 education at or above the 2008 level; 2) adopt policies that will lead to equitable funding between school districts, as demonstrated by progress in reducing funding disparities among districts based on local property wealth or income wealth; and 3) adopt policies that lead to equitable funding within school districts, as demonstrated by progress in reducing differences among schools in per-pupil spending.

In addition, the federal government should strengthen the Title I “comparability” provisions, which require school districts to equitably distribute state and local aid across schools and to use federal Title I funds to provide additional services to disadvantaged students, on top of services already funded with state and local money. According to recent studies, this requirement is not working as intended due to loopholes in the law. To amass accurate information to close these loopholes, ARRA requires districts to report detailed information to the states about per-pupil expenditures in each of their schools, including salaries, bonus pay, incentive pay, and stipends for teachers and other staff. A strong comparability requirement should also be included in the opportunity-to-learn grants recommended above; in particular, districts should be required to demonstrate that funds are equitably distributed among their schools before they receive these grants.

Money isn’t everything, of course. How districts and schools use money is also critical; the other reforms we recommend should help to ensure that funds are used well and will bring about greater gains in student achievement. But money does make a difference. If we want all students to do better, then we should level the playing field so that all students have an equitable chance at a good education.

**Recommendation 7—High school reform:** Place higher priority on improving low-performing high schools by expanding funding for high school reform in current programs and tailoring requirements to address the unique needs of high schools.

A revamped federal role should include a specific effort to turn around low-performing high schools and prevent at-risk youth from dropping out. Many high schools are greatly in need of improvement. Achievement gains are less prevalent at the high school level than at the lower grades, and graduation rates are distressingly low in some high schools. But high schools have been somewhat overlooked by federal reform efforts. Title I funds and improvement efforts have been mostly targeted on elementary schools.
Past efforts to reform high schools have not been particularly successful, and there is little evidence or precedent to draw on to fashion a more effective approach. Several of the elements we are recommending—including the adoption of rigorous common standards for and measures of college- and career-readiness, more tailored supports for struggling schools, greater efforts to improve teacher effectiveness, and investments in capacity building—are likely to improve high schools. But strategies that address the unique needs of high schools must also be part of the solution.

As in other areas where clear solutions from research are lacking, we suggest that different approaches be tried and evaluated. This effort, which could be funded by reserving or strongly encouraging the use of federal Title I funds for high school reform, should emphasize experimentation and evaluation of promising practices to improve achievement and prevent dropouts, coordination of various programs serving high schools, and investments in state and local capacity to help these schools. These experiments should focus on high schools with the very highest dropout rates, the so-called “dropout factories.” Although the federal government should not prescribe the specific means to be used, these high school reform efforts should seek to improve the effectiveness of teaching and leadership at this level, connections to middle school, and student motivation.

In addition, federal policymakers may need to tailor certain Title I requirements to better address the needs of high schools. For example, the Administration’s requirements for the school improvement funding provided through ARRA permit very low-performing high schools to receive these funds even if they do not get Title I funds currently, and it would make sense to include a similar provision in Title I law. Federal policymakers should be wary, however, about creating a separate categorical program for high schools because past efforts have been poorly funded and have had limited impact. In a similar vein, states may need to develop a different set of measures to determine progress at this level and identify low-performing high schools. And school districts may need to revamp models for providing Title I services to better suit high school schedules and coursework patterns.

One effective action the federal government has taken to promote high school reform is to endorse, through regulations, the National Governors’ Association effort to improve the quality and consistency of high school completion data. The Obama Administration has expanded that effort by strongly encouraging the development of data systems that can track students from pre-kindergarten through postsecondary education. These state and federal efforts should be continued.

**Recommendation 8—Students with disabilities and English language learners:** Encourage appropriate accountability and better instruction for students with disabilities and English language learners.

For the group of students who are still learning English, the NCLB goal of 100% proficiency is an impossible one in reading and a difficult one in math because new students with little or no English language proficiency are constantly moving into the group while students who have mastered English eventually move out. For students with disabilities, the uniform testing and accountability goals of NCLB conflict to some extent with the individualized instructional goals of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. Although both groups of students have benefited from being included in standards-based reform, issues remain about the quality and fairness of assessments for these two groups and the quality of instruction.

We recommend that the federal government extend the spirit of flexibility and experimentation begun in 2004 when ED proposed changes to the accountability requirements for students with disabilities and ELLs. In particular, we recommend that the federal government assist states in developing reliable and fair assessments for these students that can be used to make valid inferences about their learning. In the case of ELLs, the assessments should measure both content knowledge and language proficiency. For both groups, assessments should offer a variety of ways for students to demonstrate what they have learned, including appropriate accommodations and, in some cases, modified assessments.
The federal government should also fund research and development on better ways to assess students with disabilities and ELLs, and should encourage state collaboration and sharing of ideas about best practices. In addition, the federal government should carefully monitor the percentages of districts and schools that are being targeted for improvement solely because of the performance of students with disabilities or ELLs, and the impact of states’ minimum subgroup sizes on efforts to measure improvement for these groups.

In all of these endeavors, the goal should be to instruct students with disabilities and ELLs in content geared to their grade level. This will require greater attention in the reauthorized ESEA to improving instruction aligned to standards for students with disabilities and ELLs. Toward this end, we propose that the federal government expand and improve professional development for teachers on effective strategies for teaching students with disabilities and ELLs. Research should also be conducted on innovative, evidence-based models for successfully teaching these two groups, including teaching language proficiency to ELLs.

**Recommendation 9—Teacher quality:** Support research and state experimentation on what makes a teacher effective and how to measure this, and require states to work with school districts to address disparities in the distribution of experienced teachers.

Although research indicates that the quality of instruction is among the most critical determinants of students’ learning, there is no consensus from research about what constitutes an effective teacher or how to measure teacher effectiveness. The NCLB criteria for determining which teachers are highly qualified based on their education and credentials address only part of the picture. In general, the highly qualified requirements have not improved the quality of instruction to the extent hoped for.

In the absence of evidence about this core issue, the federal government should move away from the NCLB criteria for determining teacher quality and instead encourage states to experiment with rigorous systems of evaluating teacher effectiveness. These experiments should include approaches that look at teachers’ effectiveness in delivering actual instruction as well as their education, credentials, and experience. In addition, the federal government should support research on the characteristics of effective teachers. Because decisions about hiring teachers are made at the local level, however, state experiments must be framed as incentives and inducements.

As part of the Race to the Top program under ARRA, the Administration has required states to include students’ test scores in evaluations of teacher effectiveness. Although limited research has shown a degree of correlation between student test scores and teacher effectiveness, the evidence is inconclusive. Until more evidence is available, this approach should be explored only as one of several options for pilot programs rather than as a requirement for all states.

A reauthorized ESEA should include other types of investments in teacher quality, such as a significant professional development effort, stronger teacher recruitment and mentoring programs, capacity building for teacher preparation and development, and data systems to track and link teachers and students.

Redressing inequities in the distribution of experienced teachers must also receive high federal priority. Despite the NCLB requirement for equitable teacher distribution, teachers in high-poverty schools often have less experience than those in low-poverty schools. Although having more experience does not ensure that someone is an effective teacher, it does help prepare one to meet classroom demands. Ensuring that students from all economic backgrounds have access to experienced teachers is a simple matter of fairness. We recommend that the Congress amend the teacher improvement program in Title II of ESEA to require states to develop plans, including timelines for actions, for working with school districts to address these disparities through incentives and other means.

The current drive to improve elementary and secondary education cannot be fulfilled solely within the present structure of public schools. As a prime example, children enter kindergarten with different levels of readiness to learn, and those from low-income families are often the least prepared.

Research has identified positive social, economic, and behavioral impacts for low-income children who participate in high-quality early childhood education programs. States vary widely, however, in the quality and availability of early childhood programs that families can afford. Little attention has been paid to long-term planning and coordination. The federal government is part of the problem, with its array of multiple early childhood education programs spread across numerous federal agencies and Congressional committees.

Early childhood education programs must be expanded, but the need is just as great for an infrastructure at the federal and state levels to undergird these direct service programs and improve the quality, cohesion, and equity of early childhood education. The federal government should work with states to create this comprehensive, research-based system of high-quality early childhood education. These policies should seek to better coordinate the various federal programs serving preschool children, develop quality standards for early childhood programs, align early childhood standards for learning and accountability to those for the elementary grades, and promote innovative ways to remove inequities in the provision of services.

Current federal reforms at the elementary and secondary level must also acknowledge the importance of out-of-school supports to learning. After-school programs, summer school programs, and family involvement in a student’s learning can reinforce and expand what a teacher is trying to achieve during the regular school day. Yet too often, schools have no systematic approach to maximize the effectiveness of these supports. Although the federal government has directed attention to these types of complementary learning, its efforts have been sporadic and uncoordinated.

We recommend that the federal government acknowledge the importance of complementary learning activities and adopt a comprehensive and coordinated approach to after-school, summer, and parental involvement programs. These actions would be especially important for disadvantaged children, who often lack the motivation and learning that more advantaged children receive from their families and other institutions.

Federal leadership can improve coordination of the funds for out-of-school learning provided currently through various federal programs. For example, the Secretary could use his waiver authority to allow funds from various programs for this purpose to be combined. The federal government can also encourage states and school districts to expand easy access to complementary learning activities, especially for disadvantaged children, and focus these activities on academic, social, and behavioral skills. Since complementary learning takes many forms, there should be no federal template; rather, the federal government should encourage innovative approaches to providing these supports.

Conclusion

The reauthorization of ESEA represents a rare opportunity to invigorate education reform by boldly reshaping the federal role. This revamped federal role should be built on evidence from research about what works, as well as a set of guiding principles that are focused on improving student achievement, promoting equity, and streamlining federal requirements around the most important priorities and most effective strategies.
While standards-based reform can continue to provide the essential framework, the Center on Education Policy proposes eliminating federal requirements that have not been effective and moving away from a punitive system based on overly rigid concepts of AYP to a system that holds districts and schools accountable for continuous improvements in student achievement. Where evidence is lacking about effective policies, we propose approaches that encourage experimentation and research, accompanied by evaluations of the impact of these experiments. Building state and local capacity to help struggling schools must also be part of the solution. In addition, we recommend attention to new areas, including encouraging a more equitable distribution of state and local funding for education and coordinating elementary and secondary education with early childhood education and out-of-school learning.

The federal government has played a vital role in raising achievement for students who come from low-income families, are low-achieving, or have disabilities or limited English proficiency. Continued federal leadership can step up the pace of education reform and help prepare all students to become highly functioning, productive, and engaged citizens.
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I. Studies That Informed CEP’s Principles and Recommendations

A. Papers Commissioned by CEP

CEP commissioned 11 papers for its project on rethinking the federal role in elementary and secondary education. These papers informed all of the principles and many of the recommendations presented in Better Federal Policies Leading to Better Schools. All of the commissioned papers were released in 2008 or 2009 and are available on CEP’s Web site at www.cep-dc.org.

CEP received advice on the topics to be explored in the papers, possible authors, and peer reviewers of the papers from an advisory group of three nationally known experts with different areas of expertise and political views: Linda Darling-Hammond, a professor of education at Stanford University and co-director of the School Redesign Network; Eric A. Hanushek, a senior fellow at the Hoover Institution; and Thomas W. Payzant, professor at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, former superintendent of the Boston Public Schools, and former assistant secretary for elementary and secondary education in the U.S. Department of Education. CEP was responsible for the final decision on topics, authors, and peer reviewers.

As general guidelines, we asked the authors of the papers to conduct a fact-based evaluation of past and present national education policies in a specific area; to determine the effects of these policies to the extent possible; to glean what can be learned from past experience to shape a more effective federal role in the future; and to consider new challenges and opportunities that have implications for a refashioned federal role.

Six of the papers were presented at public forums on Capitol Hill, sponsored by Republican and Democratic leaders of Congress, where they were critiqued and then revised accordingly.

The list of the commissioned papers and their authors follows:

National efforts to bring reform to scale in America’s high-poverty elementary and secondary schools: Outcomes and implications
    Geoffrey D. Borman, University of Wisconsin-Madison

From PLATO to podcasts: Fifty years of federal involvement in educational technology
    Mathew Cherian, Graduate Student, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Standards-based reform in the United States: History, research, and future directions
    Laura S. Hamilton, Brian M. Stecher, & Kun Yuan, RAND Corporation
Demographic trends and the federal role in education
Harold Hodgkinson, Hodgkinson Associates, Alexandria, VA

Advancing ECE² policy: Early childhood education (ECE) and its quest for excellence, coherence, and equity (ECE)
Sharon L. Kagan & Jeanne L. Reid, Teachers College, Columbia University

The federal role in education: Lessons from Australia, Germany, and Canada
Chad R. Lykins & Stephen P. Heyneman, Vanderbilt University

Federal aid to elementary and secondary education: Premises, effects, and major lessons learned
Paul Manna, College of William and Mary

The role of assessment in federal education programs
W. James Popham, University of California, Los Angeles

What the federal government can do to improve high school performance
Russell W. Rumberger, University of California, Santa Barbara

Fifty years of federal teacher policy: An appraisal
Gary Sykes & Kenne Dibner, Michigan State University

The federal role in out-of-school learning: After-school, summer learning, and family involvement as critical learning supports

B. Compendium of NCLB Research

In addition to commissioning the papers above, CEP compiled a Compendium of Key Studies of the No Child Left Behind Act, which is available on CEP’s Web site at www.cep-dc.org. This compendium briefly summarizes the major research on the No Child Left Behind Act. The compendium includes research-based studies of significant policy issues that had been published since 2005; were national or regional in scope; were conducted using well-established research methods by scholars, government agencies, or organizations with expertise in NCLB; and were accessible on the Web.

Deciding which studies to include sometimes involved making judgment calls—determining, for example, what constitutes a significant policy issue. We tried to make these judgments in good faith without regard to our own views about the findings of the studies. A CEP senior consultant and two research interns reviewed the findings of the selected studies and developed summaries of each. Wayne Riddle and Joel Packer, two experts who have closely tracked NCLB research since the law's inception, reviewed the list of studies and the content of the summaries and suggested additions and revisions.
C. Studies That Informed CEP’s Recommendations

The reference list below shows the studies, in addition to the 11 commissioned papers, that support specific points raised in the discussion of principles and recommendations in Better Federal Policies Leading to Better Schools. Many, though not all, of these studies are contained in the NCLB research compendium described above.
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Multiple recommendations


Center on Education Policy. (2005). *From the capital to the classroom: Year 3 of the No Child Left Behind Act.* Washington, DC: Author. [Recommendations 1, 4, 5, 8 & 9]
Center on Education Policy. (2006). *From the capital to the classroom: Year 4 of the No Child Left Behind Act*. Washington, DC: Author. [Recommendations 1, 5, 8 & 9]


Center on Education Policy. (2009). *State test score trends through 2007-08, part 1: Is the emphasis on "proficiency" shortchanging higher- and lower-achieving students?* Washington, DC: Author. [Recommendations 1 & 7]
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